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Abstract: Wetlands are important CO2 sinks and methane sources, and their seasonality and pheno-
logical cycle play an essential role in understanding the carbon budget. However, given the spatial
heterogeneity of wetland landscapes and the coarser spatial resolution of satellites, the phenological
retrievals of wetlands are challenging. Here we examined the phenology of wetlands from 30 m
harmonized Landsat/Sentinel-2 (LandSent30) and 500 m MODIS satellite observations using the
ground phenology network PhenoCam as a benchmark. This study used all 11 available wetland
PhenoCam sites (about 30 site years), covering diverse wetland types from different climate zones.
We found that the LandSent30-based phenology results were in overall higher consistency with the
PhenoCam results compared to MODIS, which could be related to the better explanation capacity of
LandSent30 data in the heterogeneous landscapes of wetlands. This also means that the LandSent30
has an advantage over the 500 m MODIS regarding wetland vegetation phenological retrievals. It
should be noted that the LandSent30 did not show a greatly improved performance, which could be
related to the specificity and complexity of the wetlands landscape. We also illustrated the potential
effects of the location and observation direction of PhenoCam cameras, the selection of Region of
Interest (ROI), as well as the landscape composition of the site. Overall, this study highlights the
complexity of wetland phenology from both ground and remote sensing observations at different
scales, which paves the road for understanding the role of wetlands in global climate change and
provides a basis for understanding the real phenological changes of wetland surfaces.

Keywords: wetlands; phenology; PhenoCam; Landsat; Sentinel-2; MODIS

1. Introduction

Vegetation phenology is a crucial driver of the seasonality of ecosystem processes and
an important indicator of the terrestrial response to climate change [1,2]. Wetlands are one of
the most important ecosystems and play an essential role in maintaining biodiversity [3–7].
Wetlands also influence global and local climate through their role as carbon sinks, which
absorb CO2 and carbon sources that emit CH4 [8,9]. For example, the growing season of
alpine wetland vegetation in the Tibetan Plateau has been extended with the increasing
temperature [10], and this phenological shifting has further enhanced the growth and
productivity of wetland vegetation and positively influenced the carbon sink of alpine
wetland ecosystems [11]. Studies in the tropics have also shown that the phenological cycle
plays a crucial role in CH4 emissions from wetlands [12,13]. Therefore, wetland phenology
information is essential for understanding the role of wetland ecosystems in global climate
change and carbon cycling processes.
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However, wetland vegetation often grows in unique environments with alternating
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and a high diversity of biological types [14,15], which
makes local wetland phenological observations difficult. Traditionally, two main methods
are used to obtain surface vegetation phenology; one is in situ phenological observation,
such as manual observation records and near-surface digital repeat photography-based
observations (e.g., PhenoCam, smartphone) [16–18]. Another is vegetation phenology
estimation based on satellite remote sensing data [19]. Although manual phenology ob-
servation records have a higher accuracy, they usually have a small observation range,
subjective tendency, and high cost, which makes it difficult to achieve practical observation
over a wide range of long time series [20,21]. In contrast, remote sensing data provide
measurements ranging from site-based observations to global-scale measurements from
satellite-based missions [22–24].

In the past few decades, continuous advances in satellite remote sensing technology
have provided great opportunities for land use and land cover change monitoring as
well as phenology analysis studies of different land types. Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) inversion-based phenology methods are widely used for
phenology analysis and monitoring on large and long timescales. For example, MODIS
data have been broadly used for capturing the phenology of deciduous forests [25,26],
grasslands [27,28], rice paddies [29], and mangroves [30], which helps to monitor and
understand vegetation dynamics. MODIS-based phenological products such as MCD12Q2,
the global vegetation phenological product, have also been generated and evaluated based
on ground-based measurements [31]. These different surface phenological studies and
products have contributed to further analysis of the biological effects of global climate
change and land use monitoring. However, the coarse spatial resolution of MODIS is
susceptible to the influence of mixed pixels. It does not reflect the surface vegetation signal
well, which may limit the retrieval of vegetation phenology in areas with high landscape
heterogeneity [31,32]. In addition, coastal wetlands often suffer from frequent flooding
caused by the tidal environment, which means the spectrum of wetland vegetation has
high variability over a short time, thus weakening the signal of wetland vegetation [33–35].
Therefore, large uncertainties still exist in retrieving wetland phenology based on satellite
remote sensing [5].

The successful launch of the Landsat and Sentinel satellites with high spatial and
temporal resolutions has provided new opportunities for more accurate phenological
retrievals [36], attracting widespread attention [37]. For example, Landsat data have
been used for tracking the phenology of deciduous forests [36], grasslands [38], rice [39],
wetlands [40], and croplands [41,42] at local scales, which has added new vigor to vegeta-
tion phenology studies with finer spatial details. Landsat-based data have also generated
regional phenology products such as 30 m annual vegetation phenology datasets in North-
ern America [37,43,44]. Therefore, the seasonal patterns of different vegetation phenology
metrics were portrayed. Melaas [44] used all available Landsat valid images to retrieve
vegetation phenology metrics and demonstrated that Landsat provided finer spatial details
of phenology information than MODIS.

Nevertheless, to our knowledge, the phenological retrievals of wetland vegetation
(PWV) at 30 m resolution have not been well investigated. Therefore, it is urgent to use finer
satellite data to estimate PWV better to understand the interaction between climate change
and wetland vegetation [45]. However, even though satellite remote sensing continues
to break through in terms of temporal and spatial resolution, satellite-based methods
are inevitably interfered with by signals from atmospheric conditions such as clouds and
snow [31,46]. There are uncertainties in the agreement between the actual conditions occurring
on the surface and those observed by satellite sensors [20]. Therefore, whether the near-surface
vegetation phenology interpreted by various sensors is consistent with ground observations
has also received unanimous attention from the community [38,47–49]. The PhenoCam
network was established in 2008 and now has over 700 sites, initially providing automated
near-surface canopy remote sensing for the northeastern United States and neighboring
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Canada, and has since evolved to provide near-surface phenology monitoring on a global
scale [50]. In recent decades, the PhenoCam network of sites has offered technical support
for near-surface vegetation phenology research worldwide and free site observations in
remote areas that are difficult to reach or access, pushing vegetation phenology research to
new heights [51]. Therefore, the release of the PhenoCam network provided a sufficient
data source for this study and was seen as a bridge between traditional methods of in
situ manual observation of vegetation phenology and remote sensing-based phenology
estimation Klosterman, et al. [52].

Here, we provided a method for estimating PWV and compared the differences
between two sets of satellite data (LandSent30 and 500 m MODIS) with different spatial
resolutions using PhenoCam data. Specifically, we first selected and filtered global wetland
PhenoCam sites and calibrated their locations through site-by-site metadata and photo
checks. Second, we fused multi-source satellite data (LandSent30) to accurately extract the
time series of three widely used vegetation indices (NDVI, EVI, and NIRv) for each wetland
PhenoCam site. Further, we estimated the vegetation phenological metrics of each site using
a double logistic function (DLF) model. Eventually, we explored the differences between
satellite sensor-based PWV and near-surface observation-based PWV. This study aims to
answer two questions: (1) Can wetland vegetation phenology estimated by LandSent30
remote sensing data accurately capture near-surface vegetation phenology? (2) What are
the differences in the performance of the satellite sensing data with different resolutions in
retrieving PWV? Our study provides a reference for global observational studies of wetland
phenology and a basis for understanding the role of wetlands in climate change.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Wetland vegetation is widely distributed worldwide and includes marshes, swamps,
mangroves, tidal flats, and other types. In this study, we selected 11 sites from the global
PhenoCam network based on the availability of near-surface digital camera observation
wetland sites (Figure 1, Table 1). The sites are typical of wetland vegetation cover, where
torrepalacio, donanafuenteduque, mayberry, juncabalejo, westpond, eastend, lostcreek,
montebondonepeat, and merbleue sites cover marshes, and gcesapelo and northinletsalt-
marsh sites cover salt marshes. The above sites are all located between 30◦N and 50◦N,
mainly in the United States, Spain, and Italy, and are mainly located near the sea. These
wetland sites involve various climate types, including seven sites with a Mediterranean
climate, with hot and dry summers and mild and rainy winters; two sites with a humid
subtropical climate, with hot and rainy summers and warm and wet winters; and two
sites with a temperate continental climate, with hot and humid summers and cold and
dry winters.

Table 1. Site characteristics of the PhenoCam sites used in this study.

Site Latitude (◦) Longitude (◦) Altitude (m) Start Date End Date Level 1

donanafuenteduque 36.99855 −6.43460 1 1 January 2018 31 December 2018 I
eastend 38.10273 −121.64132 −5 1 January 2015 31 December 2017 I

gcesapelo 31.44404 −81.28353 0 1 January 2015 31 December 2018 I
juncabalejo 36.93619 −6.37845 1 1 January 2018 31 December 2018 I

lostcreek 46.08270 −89.97920 480 1 January 2017 31 December 2017 I
mayberry 38.04977 −121.76507 −5 1 January 2018 31 December 2018 II
merbleue 45.40940 −75.51870 69 1 January 2013 31 December 2018 I

montebondonepeat 46.01770 11.04090 1563 1 January 2015 1 January 2018 I
northinletsaltmarsh 33.34550 −79.19570 1 1 January 2018 31 December 2018 I

torrepalacio 36.99050 −6.44260 3 1 January 2018 31 December 2018 I
westpond 38.10742 −121.64687 −5 1 January 2013 31 December 2018 II

1 Level I site follows the PhenoCam network standard protocol, and the PhenoCam is directly in contact with
the researchers at the site (typically the highest quality data). Level II cameras do not follow the standard
protocol, but the PhenoCam is still in contact with researchers at the site. Please see the PhenoCam website
(https://phenocam.nau.edu/webcam/ (accessed on 1 March 2022)) for more information.

https://phenocam.nau.edu/webcam/
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Figure 1. Wetland PhenoCam sites used in this study and their types. Figure (a–d) indicates the type
of wetland vegetation at each site, respectively. The wetland sites are from the PhenoCam network,
and the wetland types are from the global 30m wetland data (GWL_FCS30) with a good classification
system (https://zenodo.org/record/6575731#.Y9afbnBBxEZ (accessed on 10 January 2023)).

2.2. Data
2.2.1. Near-Surface Remote Sensing Data—PhenoCam Dataset

In this study, we used the PhenoCam Dataset v2.0 (https://daac.ornl.gov/VEGETATION/
guides/PhenoCam_V2.html (accessed on 1 March 2022)) to validate the PWV of satellite
remote sensing, which retrieves phenological metrics (the beginning of the growth period,
later abbreviated as SOS, and the end of the growth period, later abbreviated as EOS) by
analyzing time series of images of vegetation throughout the season [53]. Specifically, the
phenology data analyzed were primarily from conventional visible wavelength images
taken by high-resolution digital cameras installed at sites in the PhenoCam network. In
addition, the network turns off the camera’s automatic white/color balance to minimize
daily variations in scene illumination and exposure adjustment [50,53,54]. Most of the
cameras take photos every 30 min and upload them to the PhenoCam server between
4:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. daily. The PhenoCam network extracts each image’s RGB
color channel information using simple analysis techniques. It calculates pixel averages
and other statistics over the region of interest (ROI) to form time series characterizing
vegetation color at 1-day and 3-day intervals, such as robustness index green chromatic

https://zenodo.org/record/6575731#.Y9afbnBBxEZ
https://daac.ornl.gov/VEGETATION/guides/PhenoCam_V2.html
https://daac.ornl.gov/VEGETATION/guides/PhenoCam_V2.html
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coordinate (GCC) [52,55]. Then, a spline function interpolation method was used to retrieve
the greenness rise and fall phenological metrics corresponding to the GCC time series at
different amplitudes. The dataset is widely used in the validation of phenology models
and the evaluation of satellite data products [18,48,56].

GCC =
GDN

RDN + GDN + BDN
(1)

where GCC is the green chromatic coordinate often used in phenology analysis, and RDN ,
GDN , and BDN are, respectively, the red, green, and blue color channels of the PhenoCam
digital camera and represent digital numbers (DN) stored in JPEG format.

2.2.2. Landsat-7/8 and Sentinel-2A/B Data

Landsat-7 and 8 were successfully launched in 1999 and 2013, respectively, as exten-
sions and continuations of the previous generation of Landsat satellites [57], carrying the
Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+), the Operational Land Imager (OLI), and the
Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIS). They rotate around the Earth in a Sun-synchronous near-
polar orbit and repeat observations every 16 days, providing a wide range of continuous
land surface observations at a spatial resolution of 30 m [58], which can further contribute
to understanding the Earth’s system and its response to natural and anthropogenic changes
and improve our ability to predict climate and natural disasters [59]. Sentinel-2A/B was
successfully launched in 2015 and 2017, respectively, offering improved spatial, temporal,
and spectral resolution [60]. It is a wide-field, high-resolution, multispectral imaging mis-
sion widely used to monitor vegetation, soil, and water cover and observe environmental
conditions and changes in inland waterways and coastal areas [61].

We selected three commonly used vegetation indices (normalized difference vege-
tation index (NDVI), enhanced vegetation index (EVI), and near-infrared reflectance of
vegetation (NIRv), respectively) to compare with the seasonal dynamic trajectories of the
PhenoCam-GCC index. The three vegetation indices were calculated as follows:

NDVI =
ρNIR − ρRED
ρNIR+ρRED

(2)

EVI = 2.5 × (
ρNIR − ρRED

ρNIR + 6 × ρRED − 7.5 × ρBLUE + 1
) (3)

NIRv = NDVI × ρNIR (4)

where ρBLUE,ρRED, and ρNIR are the reflectance values from the blue (450–515 nm), red
(630–680 nm), and NIR (845–885 nm) bands, respectively.

2.2.3. MODIS Data

MODIS data were used in this study to investigate the differences in the retrieval of the
PWV from different satellite remote sensing resolution data. We first calculated the MODIS-
based vegetation indices from wetland sites provided by the PhenoCam network. Then, we
compared the seasonal dynamics between MODIS-based vegetation indices and PhenoCam-
GCC-based indices. The MCD43A4 Version 6 Nadir Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution
Function (BRDF)-Adjusted Reflectance (NBAR) dataset is a daily product at a 500 m spatial
resolution. It combines Terra and Aqua spacecraft, selecting the best representative pixels
from 16 days, widely used to characterize vegetation dynamics. Additionally, the NBAR
measurements are based on surface reflectance from a 16-day moving window of MODIS
data, are correlated with the middle day of the 16-day synthetic period, and are generated
every eight days [62].

The NBAR data were filtered to remove observations of urban areas, clouds, ice, or
water using the MODIS MCD12Q1 land cover type product. Additionally, the remaining
data were filtered to remove snow disturbances using the MODIS BRDF albedo quality
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product (MCD43A2). The filtered MCD43A4 dataset was used to calculate three typical
vegetation indices (NDVI, EVI, NIRv) at each wetland site, and the three vegetation indices
were calculated using the following equations:

NBAR − NDVI =
ρNIR − ρRED
ρNIR + ρRED

(5)

NBAR − EVI = 2.5 ∗ ( ρNIR − ρRED
ρNIR + 6×ρRED − 7.5ρBLUE + 1

) (6)

NIRv − EVI = NDVI × ρNIR (7)

where ρRED, ρBLUE, and ρNIR correspond to MODIS Band 1 (620–670 nm), Band 3
(459–479 nm), and Band 2 (841–871 nm) spectral reflectance values, respectively.

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Screening and Correction of PhenoCam Sites

Considering the unique complexity of wetland landscapes, this paper filtered and
calibrated the official wetland sites according to the rules of PhenoCam site specification
and the rationality of selected ROI.

First, the sites were screened to remove wetland sites with severe offsets and non-
conforming specifications. For example, the NEON.D07.WALK.DP1.20002 site has con-
siderable landscape heterogeneity in the camera field of view, and the selected ROIs are
mainly below the vegetation canopy. Therefore, the site was susceptible to substantial
interference from surrounding forest signals in remote sensing-based PWV retrieval, so
similar wetland sites were removed. Secondly, we calibrated all wetland sites on the Google
Earth Engine platform (GEE) based on the official camera observation orientations. For
example, the juncabalejo site recorded the northeast plot, limited by the fixed orientation of
the camera (Figure 2). However, the satellite-based vegetation index time series characterize
the two adjacent plots because of the cross-regional buffer generated by the center of the
site. Therefore, in combination with the site ROI and camera observation orientations, we
move the site’s position to the northeast, the location shot by the PhenoCam network. The
filed photos and details of the calibration wetland sites are shown in Figure 2 and Table 2.

Finally, we selected 11 wetland sites that met the requirements of this paper for approxi-
mately 30 site years, with a time range of 2013–2018. To compare with the LandSent30-based
phenological metrics, we used the phenological periods at the 90% quantile of 3-day aver-
age composite GCC values corresponding to 10%, 25%, and 50% amplitudes to minimize
the daily variation caused by weather conditions [55].

Table 2. Wetland sites and correction directions. lat_correction and lon_correction represent the
corrected latitude and longitude, respectively.

Wetland Sites Correction
Direction lat_Correction 1 lon_Correction 1

donanafuenteduque - 36.99855 −6.43460
eastend west 38.10276 −121.64203

gcesapelo - 31.44404 −81.28353
juncabalejo east 36.93624 −6.37631

lostcreek - 46.08270 −89.97920
mayberry west 38.04984 −121.76531
merbleue - 45.40940 −75.51870

montebondonepeat - 46.01770 11.04090
northinletsaltmarsh - 33.34550 −79.19570

torrepalacio north 36.99132 −6.44178
westpond west 38.10734 −121.64739

1 lat_correction and lon_correction represent the corrected latitude and longitude, respectively.
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2.3.2. Landsat-7/8 and Sentinel-2 Data Fusion

Landsat-7/8 and Sentinel-2 SR data were atmospherically corrected in GEE, and we
used the quality assessment (QA) (pixel_qa) generated by CFMASK to remove the invalid
observations of Landsat SR data, including cloud shadows, clouds, snow, etc. Meanwhile,
we used a quality layer (QA60) for cloud mask preprocessing to identify and remove
all bad-quality observations of Sentinel-2 data. Additionally, we also used the equation
(LSWI > NDVI) to eliminate flooding as well as snow-contaminated observations [63].

After quality control of the data, we fused Sentinel-2 and Landsat-7/8 satellite im-
ages from 2013–2018 based on the GEE platform. First, due to the slight difference in
wavelength between the Landsat-7/8 and Sentinel-2 data, we chose to use Landsat-8 OLI
data as the standard to fuse Landsat-7 ETM+ and Sentinel-2 MSI data (Table 3). In the
ETM+ data, bands 1 (Blue), 3 (Red), 4 (NIR), and 5 (SWIR) were transformed using the
ordinary least squares regression coefficient. In the MSI data, the NIR wavelength of
band-8A matches better with band-8A of OLI, so the bands 2 (Blue), 4 (Red), 8A (NIR), and
11 (SWIR) in the Sentinel-2 MSI data were transformed using ordinary least squares regres-
sion coefficient [64]. To unify the spatial resolution of the three sensors, we used a bilinear
interpolation method to resample ETM+ and MSI data to OLI data resolution (30 m spatial
resolution). In addition, due to the repeated observations and side-by-side overlap between
the images of each sensor, we generated a 10-day synthetic dataset of the maximum values
of three vegetation indices (EVI, NDVI, and NIRv).

Table 3. The coefficients for data fusion in this study.

Bands Landsat-7 Bands Sentinel-2

Blue Land8 1 = 0.0003 + 0.8474 × Land7 1 Blue Land8 1 = 0.0003 + 0.9570 × Sent2 1

Red Land8 1 = 0.0061 + 0.9047 × Land7 1 Red Land8 1 = 0.0041 + 0.9533 × Sent2 1

NIR Land8 1 = 0.0412 + 0.8462 × Land7 1 NIR (Band8A) Land8 1 = 0.0077 + 0.9644 × Sent2 1

SWIR Land8 1 = 0.0254 + 0.8937 × Land7 1 SWIR Land8 1 = 0.0034 + 0.9522 × Sent2 1

1 Landsat-8, Landsat-7 and Sentinel-2 are abbreviated as land8, land7, and Sent2 in the table, respectively. The
fusion coefficients of each band are referenced from Zhang et al. [64].
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2.3.3. Wetland Vegetation Phenological Metrics Estimation

The wetland vegetation phenological metrics (SOS, EOS) at different sites were esti-
mated by the DLF method, which mainly includes interpolation filtering and smoothing
operations on the original data [65]. Specifically, we first used the cubic spline interpolation
and the modified Savitzky–Golay filter to process the missing and outlier values of each
vegetation index’s original time series data [66]. Then, we used the DLF fitting method to
smooth the above interpolated NDVI/EVI/NIRv data to generate daily NDVI/EVI/NIRv
curves over the available years for each wetland site.

Finally, we estimated the SOS and EOS of wetland vegetation from the above recon-
structed daily NDVI/EVI/NIRv curves for each wetland site. Furthermore, we analyzed
the performance of the reconstructed vegetation index curves at different thresholds of
amplitude (10%, 25%, and 50%). In this study, the SOS is defined as the first day on which
the reconstructed day-by-day curves cross the predetermined amplitudes (10%, 25%, 50%),
and EOS is defined as the last day of the corresponding year.

We chose Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), bias, and R-Square(R2) statistics for all
available data from wetland sites, which quantified the magnitude of differences and the
degree of correlation between phenological periods from different sources.

R2 = 1 − ∑i(ŷi − yi)
2

∑i(
−
y i − yi)2

(8)

RMSE =
2

√
1
m∑m

i=1(yi − ŷi)
2 (9)

Bias =
1
m∑m

i=1(ŷi − yi) (10)

where m represents the number of stations, i represents the ith station, yi represents the near-
surface phenological observations, and ŷi represents the phenological period generated
by satellite observations. R2 takes values in the range of [0, 1], and the closer the result is
to 1, the better the model fits; RMSE takes values in the range of [0, +∞] and is equal to 0
when the fitted satellite-based phenological values match the near-surface perfectly, and
the larger the error, the larger the value is. A high Bias means a poor match between the
two, and a positive error represents a late period for satellite-based remote sensing.

2.3.4. Comparisons between Satellite- and PhenoCam-Based Phenology

In order to investigate PWV in complex terrain, we established different statistical
range buffers (15 m, 30 m, 45 m, 60 m, 90 m, 120 m, and 150 m) within the GEE platform
to extract remote sensing data time series from each wetland site. These buffers will be
referred to as “extracted buffers” hereafter. For example, a 15 m extraction buffer refers to
the process of extracting the vegetation index within a square area with sides measuring
30 m. After that, we extracted the phenological period of three wetland vegetation indices
(EVI, NDVI, and NIRv) using different remote sensing data sources (LandSent30 and
MODIS) at different extracted buffers. In addition, this study also focuses on comparing
PWV for various remote sensing index thresholds (10%, 25%, 50%).

3. Results
3.1. Comparisons of before and after Consistency of Site Correction Positions

We calibrated the locations of five wetland sites: eastend, gcesapelo, mayberry, jun-
cabalejo, and torrepalacio (Figure 3), and finally obtained around 30 wetland site years
that met the data quality requirements. Here, the LanSent30-based PWV within a 15 m
extracted buffer illustrates this study’s advantages in correcting the wetland site’s location
(Table 4).
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Figure 3. Correction of the location of the torrepalacio wetland site as an example. The left-hand
image shows the location of the official PhenoCam network torrepalacio wetland site. The right-hand
image shows the site correction, where the green dot indicates the original position, the blue dot
indicates the corrected position, and the arrow indicates the direction of movement.

Table 4. Comparison of wetland phenology accuracy before and after correction of site location.

Remote
Sensing Index Statistic

SOS EOS

Before|After Before|After

NDVI R2

RMSE
0.47|0.64

37.28|25.27
0.15|0.18

53.47|53.48

EVI R2

RMSE
0.34|0.45

33.53|23.63
0.29|0.23

36.94|39.25

NIRv R2

RMSE
0.37|0.49

29.84|22.9
0.26|0.24

37.09|37.94

Generally, we found that the accuracy of remote sensing-based PWV with correc-
tion of the site location was significantly improved on that without correction of the site
location. The corrected LandSent30 metrics showed a strong linear relationship with
the GCC phenological period provided by the PhenoCam network (Table 4), especially
for the NDVI index. First, in the fitting results of the PWV, the corrected NDVI-SOS
(R2 = 0.64, RMSE = 25.27) was significantly better than that before correction (R2 = 0.47,
RMSE = 37.28), but the PWV-EOS improvement was not significant. Regarding the different
GCC thresholds, the location-corrected SOS-R2 for each threshold phenological period was
generally higher than before the correction. The RMSE was also smaller than before the
correction, especially for the 10% GCC threshold (Figures S1–S3). Focusing on different
remote sensing indices under GCC thresholds, the PWV fitted by each remote sensing
index under 10% and 25% thresholds were significantly better than those before correction,
especially 25%. Furthermore, it should be noted that the PWV fitted by the NDVI metrics
was better compared to EVI and NIRv concerning near-surface phenology.

3.2. Wetland Vegetation Phenological Metrics Based on Landsat7/8 and Sentinel-2 Fusion

By comparing the vegetation index time series, It can be seen that there was obvious
seasonal consistency between the satellite data and the near-surface observation (Figure 4).
All four curves (GCC, EVI, NDVI, and NIRv) exhibited a similar bell-shaped pattern,
wherein they initially increased slowly during spring, followed by a rapid increase, reaching
their peak around July, and then gradually decreased until winter.
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Figure 4. Time series of typical wetland sites based on LandSent30 and the PhenoCam network. The
blue curve is NDVI, the red curve is EVI, the black curve is NIRv, the orange curve is GCC, the green
and purple rectangles represent the SOS and EOS of the wetland vegetation, respectively, and all data
are for 2018.

From the PWV results we generated (Figure 5), each site’s fused LandSent30 data-
based PWV was poorly matched with the near-surface PhenoCam-PWV overall, especially
in LandSent30-EOS (R2 < 0.4 and RMSE > 30 days). Here, we describe the LandSent30-
based PWV in detail in three aspects: the satellite-estimated wetland phenology, different
thresholds of GCC provided by the near-ground PhenoCam network, and the different
remote sensing indices. In terms of phenological metrics, the SOS estimated based on
remote sensing (R2 are both >0.4) is usually better than the EOS (R2 are both <0.3), and
the overall RMSE of SOS at different thresholds was smaller than that of EOS. Different
phenological metrics behaved differently in the interannual variation of PWV results during
2013–2018. Among them, the interannual variation of SOS was relatively small, with an
overall distribution between 7 and 152 days and a concentration between 100 and 140 days.
Nonetheless, EOS showed significant interannual variation, with an overall distribution
ranging from 250 to 364 days and a concentration between 250 and 350 days.

From the different thresholds of the GCC, the estimated PWV under GCC-10th is
significantly better than those of 25th and 50th, indicating that remote sensing can capture
the earlier near-surface wetland vegetation changes. Regarding the performance of the
three remote sensing indices, the NDVI is better than EVI and NIRv in SOS estimation and
most of the results in EOS estimation, indicating that NDVI is more robust in monitoring
and characterizing wetland vegetation phenology. From the different thresholds of remote
sensing indices, the retrieved wetland vegetation phenological metrics from the fused data
were poorly fitted at the threshold value of 10%. In comparison, the phenological estimated
results at the thresholds of 25% and 50% were closer to the PhenoCam results, which also
indicates that the early vegetation growth signals obtained based on remote sensing are
susceptible to the presence of noise.
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Figure 5. Comparison of wetland vegetation phenological periods from fused LandSent30 with
near-surface phenological observations. The red hollow circles in the picture represent SOS, the blue
hollow circles represent EOS.

3.3. Agreement between Different Remote Sensing Data and PhenoCam Phenology

We generated PWV results under each extracted buffer and analyzed the differences
between remote sensing data sources (Tables S1–S7). It can be seen that there are large
differences between satellite data at different resolutions and near-ground phenological
observations in PWV. Overall, the accuracy of PWV generated by both LandSent30 and
MODIS sensors of each wetland site is lower (R2 generally < 0.5; RMSE is generally > 30 days).
However, with the increase in the extraction buffer of vegetation indices, the LandSent30-
based PWV results within a 30–60 m buffer were significantly better than MODIS.

Within the LandSent 15 m buffer, the different remote sensing data sources-based
PWV metrics (SOS, EOS) for the 11 wetland sites showed significant differences with the
PhenoCam GCC-based SOS and EOS (GCC-SOS, GCC-EOS) (Table S1). Regarding the
SOS, each vegetation index (NDVI, EVI, NIRv) phenological metrics retrieved using the
LandSent30 data were better than that from the MODIS data source at different GCC
thresholds. Different remotely sensed vegetation indices also showed slight differences
in estimating wetland vegetation phenological metrics, among which NDVI was better
fitted with R2 generally > 0.2. However, the performance of LandSent30 data sources was
significantly poorer than MODIS on EOS. Moreover, the vegetation phenological metrics
retrieved from different remote sensing data sources showed similar patterns within the
30 m, 45 m, and 60 m range of extracted buffer centered on the wetland site (Figure 6,
Tables S2–S4). Regarding the SOS, each vegetation index phenological metric (NDVI, EVI,
NIRv) estimated using LandSent30 data generally outperformed MODIS data sources at
different GCC thresholds. However, there were slight differences in the performance of
the remote sensing vegetation indices at their respective threshold ranges (10%, 25%, and
50%). Specifically, the SOS estimated based on each remote sensing vegetation index at
the 50% amplitude threshold was better than those at 10% and 25%. Additionally, the SOS
estimation of wetland vegetation was more consistent than the EOS estimation, which
showed greater variance with the different data. Specifically, when compared with the
GCC-EOS at a 10% threshold, we found that the consistency of the EOS by LandSent30-
NDVI was significantly poorer than Landsat-EVI, NIRv and even worse than MODIS-EOS.
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In contrast, in the comparison of GCC-EOS at 25% and 50% thresholds, the consistency of
Landsat-NDVI was significantly better than MODIS-EOS, while the agreement of Landsat-
EVI, NIRv was poor or not significant. The PWV-EOS results generated from LandSent30
data performed the same as those of 30 m, 45 m, and 60 m buffers in the extraction buffer
of 90 m, 120 m, and 150 m centered on the wetland site (Tables S5–S7). However, the
PWV-SOS fitted by each remote sensing index at different thresholds differed. Specifically,
the fits of LandSent30-NDVI, NIRv compared to EVI were significantly worse than MODIS
at the 10% and 25% thresholds of remote sensing vegetation index.
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3.4. Determination of Buffer and Threshold for LandSent30 Extract Phenology 

Figure 6. Comparison of wetland phenology based on LandSent30 and MODIS (30 m buffer). The
red dots represent the consistency of LandSent30-based wetland phenology with near-ground GCC
observations, and the blue dots represent MODIS. The x-axis represents the phenological metrics at
the 10% threshold of the GCC index. The y-axis represents the phenological metrics at the 25% and
50% thresholds of NDVI, EVI, and NIRv, respectively.

In summary, with the increase in the extraction buffer of the wetland vegetation index
(30–60 m), the fusion of high-resolution data from LandSent30 improved the accuracy of
PWV retrieval.

3.4. Determination of Buffer and Threshold for LandSent30 Extract Phenology

In this study, we explored various greenness indices (EVI, NDVI, NIRv) using fused
LanSent30 data to analyze all wetland sites located within the buffer zone. Vegetation
indices were calculated for buffer ranges of 15 m, 30 m, 45 m, 60 m, 90 m, 120 m, and
150 m (refer to Figure S1 and Tables S1–S7). The study showed that the reliability of the
satellite remote sensing-based vegetation phenology analysis decreased further as the
buffer increased in the more heterogeneous wetland sites. The differences in PWV among
buffers were not evident in the less heterogeneous wetland sites. In comparing remote
sensing satellites with different resolutions, we found that the LandSent30-based PWV
outperforms MODIS when the extraction buffer is 30–60 m.

Furthermore, we found that different threshold levels affect the consistency between
different satellite remote sensing phenology and near-ground phenology (Table 5). In
this study, we showed that the vast majority of LandSent30 fused phenology fits were
significantly better than MODIS at the 50% threshold of the remote sensing indices. It
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indicated that a 50% threshold for the remote sensing index threshold could filter out some
of the noise in PWV retrieval and make it closer to the dynamic changes of near-surface
wetland phenology.

Table 5. Comparison of wetland phenology results based on LandSent30 and MODIS (GCC-10% and
RS-50% at 15 m buffer).

Remote
Sensing Index Statistic

SOS EOS

LandSent30|MODIS LandSent30|MODIS

NDVI
R2

RMSE
Bias

0.35|0.04
46.92|39.85
28.50|8.64

0.14|0.41
57.80|37.07
−9.68|−2.11

EVI
R2

RMSE
Bias

0.24|0.06
35.12|37.35
18.54|4.36

0.12|0.30
46.02|39.09
−4.11|−8.21

NIRv
R2

RMSE
Bias

0.27|0.04
36.78|39.11
24.46|8.00

0.13|0.31
45.80|40.01

−7.71|−11.68

4. Discussion
4.1. Performance of MODIS and LandSent30 in Wetland Phenology

Many studies have helped us track and analyze the annual changes in wetland
vegetation [40,67,68]. For example, Jessica L. O’Connell et al. revealed the relationship
between soil temperature and salt marsh phenology changes; they showed large inter-
annual variability in phenology in the gcesapelo wetland, with green-up and dormant
periods of 39–46 and 339–342 days, respectively, which is close to the 32–57 and 326–351
days in our study [69]. Jun Lu et al. retrieved the phenology of the montebondonepeat
site through spectral and angular harmonization of Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and Gaofen-1
data, and their seasonal variation was consistent with our results [70]. The above studies
are very enlightening for our analysis of wetland vegetation phenology, but the scale of
the study is relatively small. In this study, we selected Landsat-7/8, Sentinel-2, MODIS,
and the near-ground PhenoCam network to further explore the performance of different
resolution data sources in estimating global PWV. Recent studies have shown that the
newly acquired sentinel-2A/B images combined with Landsat-7/8 images can further
improve their temporal resolution to meet different challenges [71]. Therefore, we filtered
the wetland site provided by the PhenoCam network and retrieved the PWV using the
fused LandSent30 data. The estimated results also showed that the fused LandSent30 data
improved the usability of remote sensing images and enhanced the quality of observations.
Moreover, it has also been shown that the combination of the Landsat-8 Operational Land
Imager (OLI) and the Sentinel-2 multispectral instrument (MSI) is also a good way to
monitor the phenological changes of deciduous forests in North America [42,72].

By comparing MODIS and LandSent30 data-based wetland phenological metrics of
different extracted buffers with those provided by the near-ground PhenoCam network,
the results further confirmed that MODIS data performed more poorly than LandSent30 in
retrieving PWV overall, especially in PWV-SOS. Although MODIS has a short revisit period
and revisits almost daily, its coarse spatial resolution (250–500 m) leads to the observation
of wetland features that usually contain mixed pixels elements [73], i.e., a combination
of signals from various surrounding land covers [20]. This usually introduces noise into
the time trajectory of vegetation indices extracted based on MODIS satellites, which is
insufficient to monitor the fine-scale pattern of vegetation phenology changes in surface
wetlands [72,74]. Additionally, this has also been confirmed in some satellite remote sensing
phenology studies of agricultural land and deciduous forest sites [20], which means the
resolution of the satellite limits the consistency between near-ground and satellite remote
sensing data at the site.
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Although LandSent30 data capture seasonal dynamics of surface vegetation at a finer
scale compared to MODIS, this study revealed that the PWV of the fused LandSent30
data is also in poor agreement with the near-surface PhenoCam in complicated wetland
landscapes, especially in PWV-EOS. This may be due to the more complex landscape com-
position of wetland vegetation and its vulnerability to climate extremes and anthropogenic
management disturbances, which pose a challenge to the analysis of wetland phenology
(Figure 7) [33,75]. In addition, the study has shown that the degree of agreement between
remote sensing and surface observations varies by vegetation type [20]. Despite having
the same vegetation type, landscape heterogeneity cannot be ignored when studying the
retrieval of vegetation phenology. The presence of high landscape heterogeneity in the
vicinity of wetland vegetation complicates the accurate identification and estimation of
PWV. Future studies of global PWV need to weaken the effects of seasonal flooding and
incorporate more advanced sensors (e.g., Sentinel-1, GF-3).
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Figure 7. Seasonal variations of the surface landscape at the wetland site donanafuenteduque (from
the PhenoCam network, 2019).

4.2. Uncertainty in the PhenoCam Network

To our knowledge, the uncertainty of the PhenoCam site itself also exacerbates the
difficulty of comparing the consistency between satellite remote sensing and near-ground
observations. Specifically, the site locations provided by the PhenoCam network are based
on the digital camera’s location, not the camera’s field of view (FOV). Our analysis of
vegetation phenology is based on ROI images that are derived from the FOV. Therefore,
areas with high landscape heterogeneity (as shown in Figure 8) are expected to have a
larger estimation error for site-centered phenology. This means that the satellite-based
observations of PWV are more comparable with GCC on homogeneous site landscapes.
Therefore, this study first comprehensively evaluates the global wetland PhenoCam sites,
mainly including camera location, the orientation of the camera FOV, and ROI settings.
After removing the sites unsuitable for PWV retrieval, the satellite-based vegetation in-
dex extraction also fine-tunes the position of the more heterogeneous sites according to
their camera ROI settings. With the above processing, we improved the consistency be-
tween satellite images and near-ground observations and further enhanced the wetland
vegetation signal.
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Furthermore, the image size of the satellite data is much larger than the FOV of the
PhenoCam camera. We assumed that the near-ground vegetation phenology is consistent
with the satellite remote sensing phenology, which only occurs when the landscape vegeta-
tion within the camera’s FOV is representative of the corresponding satellite image [76].
This also highlights the need to calibrate the site location in advance, and S. T. Klosterman
et al. showed that the EOS is usually later than near-ground phenology observations at
sites with relatively little deciduous forest [52]. In addition, disturbances such as extreme
weather events and human activities can easily shift the camera FOV, which may cause
errors in the GCC time series in the variable ROI range.

4.3. Implications and Future Work

This study mainly focused on global PWV metrics and compared satellite remote
sensing (LandSent30, MODIS) at different resolutions with the RGB-based near-ground
PhenoCam network. The accuracy of the PWV results is greatly affected by the high land-
scape heterogeneity of many wetland sites provided by the PhenoCam network. Therefore,
in the future, we can reduce the interference of other land types and implement the PWV
retrieval in fragmented areas with the help of remote sensing data with a higher spatial
and temporal resolution, such as GF-12 and PlanetScope. Furthermore, this study found
significant differences in PWV metrics (SOS, EOS) between the fused 30 m LandSent30
data and 500 m MODIS data. The mechanism underlying this difference should also be
explored in the future. In future studies, we should also evaluate the ROI provided by
PhenoCam in conjunction with higher-resolution satellite images to determine whether the
ROI it sets is typical in the satellite-observed landscape. Specific solutions are proposed
based on different situations, such as adjusting the site location or correcting the FOV of
the camera. This work is also expected to improve our understanding of the observational
consistency of near-ground and satellite remote sensing at different resolutions.

In addition, by overlaying the global 30 m wetland map with a fine classification
system (GWL_FCS30) data [77], we found that most wetland PhenoCam sites are of type
marsh. The number of type mangrove and swamp wetland sites in the future can be
increased appropriately. It will provide an essential platform for further understanding
the dynamics of wetland vegetation changes and the differences of PWV under different
habitats. On this basis, future studies can also further analyze the challenges faced in
retrieving PWV in conjunction with flooding regimes and percent of open water.

5. Conclusions

Existing wetland vegetation phenology studies are limited compared to other forest
and agroecosystems. Limited analyses of wetland phenology are mainly based on coarse-
resolution remote sensing data, which cannot capture the complex character of the wetlands
ecosystem. Here, we retrieved the PWV metrics at 11 wetland PhenoCam sites worldwide
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based on LandSent30 fusion data and a double logistic function method. We then compared
the phenology results from MODIS data using PhenoCam as a reference. The validation
results show that our algorithm successfully retrieves the PWV in different climate zones. In
general, the wetland phenology metrics generated by the LandSent30 fusion data perform
better than MODIS sensors, and especially the correlation with near-ground is higher at
sites with strong landscape heterogeneity. By comparing three remote sensing indices to
the PhenoCam network, we found that the wetland SOS generated by the LandSent30
fusion data at a threshold of 50% for each remote sensing index is significantly better
than that of MODIS. Our study is based on the multi-year dataset of the PhenoCam site
network covering the global region, which establishes a bridge between the near-surface
observations and the vegetation phenology estimation based on satellite remote sensing. It
provides a reference for studying the PWV at a large scale.
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the fused LandSent30 at 15m buffer (25% of the GCC amplitude). Figure S3. Wetland vegetation
phenology results based on the fused LandSent30 at 15m buffer (50% of the GCC amplitude). Table S1.
Differences in the phenology of wetland vegetation (PWV) estimated by satellite remote sensing with
different spatial resolutions at 15m buffer (10% of the GCC amplitude and 50% of the vegetation
indices). Table S2. Differences in PWV estimated by satellite remote sensing with different spatial
resolutions at 30m buffer (10% of the GCC amplitude and 25% of the vegetation indices). Table S3.
Differences in PWV estimated by satellite remote sensing with different spatial resolutions at 45m
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estimated by satellite remote sensing with different spatial resolutions at 60m buffer (10% of the GCC
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of the vegetation indices). Table S6. Differences in PWV estimated by satellite remote sensing with
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